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        Introduction and            
Executive Summary

3

Healthwatch is 
the independent 
consumer champion 
for health and social 
care in England . 
Healthwatch’s 
function is to engage 
with local people to 
seek views about 
locally delivered 

services, signpost service users to relevant 
information and to influence the design of 
local health and social care provision . 

Healthwatch Hampshire is part of a network 
of local Healthwatch across 152 local authority 
areas that launched in April 2013 to ensure local 
voices are heard and enable them to influence 
the delivery and design of local services. Our sole 
purpose is to understand the needs, experiences 
and concerns of people who use health and 
social care and to speak out on their behalf.  
Healthwatch have statutory powers, as stated in 
the Health and Social Care Act 2012, to ensure 
the consumer’s voice is strengthened and heard 
by those who commission, deliver and regulate 
health and care services. Local Healthwatch helps 
people get the best out of their local health and 
social care services; whether it’s improving them 
today or helping to shape them for tomorrow. 

Healthwatch Hampshire became increasingly 
aware of issues with the Hampshire Wheelchair 
Service through its outreach and engagement 
work in late 2014. Since which time Healthwatch 
has been finding out more about people’s 
experiences of the wheelchair service and 
liaising with patient support groups, in particular 
the MS Society, the service provider and the lead 
commissioner. 

Initial areas of concern included long waiting 
times both for assessments and from assessment 
to the handover of equipment; the suitability of 
wheelchairs issued; patient records being lost or 
not updated correctly and difficulties contact-
ing the service provider to raise concerns. Since 
these concerns were raised, a new provider, 
Millbrook Healthcare, was contracted to take 
over the service and a number of improvements 
were made. Despite this, many service users 
continued to share negative experiences of the 
service. 

Healthwatch Hampshire’s work on wheelchair 
services culminated in a public meeting on 
Friday 18th December 2015. This report outlines 
the main points raised at the meeting and 
identifies ways of moving forwards to improve 
service safety and quality as well as 
involving users and carers in the commission-
ing and development of the service. Whilst the 
focus of Healthwatch Hampshire’s work is at a 
local level, one cannot ignore what is happening 
nationally with the wheelchair service and this 
report also provides a wider overview and some 
of the work that is going on more generally.  
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It is estimated that there are 1.2 million wheel-
chair users in England, which is just over 2% of 
the population; 72% are over 60 years of age and 
around 825,000 are regular users of NHS 
wheelchair services. For these individuals, their 
wheelchair is integral to living an independent 
life in the community.

The National Wheelchair Managers Forum define 
NHS Commissioned Wheelchair Services as:

Wheelchair and Seating Services (hereinafter 
referred to as ‘the Service’) have been 

developed to provide essential mobility and 
associated postural management based on the 

holistic needs of the referred client.

A continuing review and provision process
allows the Service to best meet the user’s 

changing needs. The Service provides 
assessments and prescriptions of manual and 
powered wheelchairs, specialised seating and 
cushions, modifications and accessories that 

address the clinical and wider, holistic needs of 
the user.  Assessment will also consider those 

associated with the user, such as family, carers, 
guardians, teachers, allied healthcare 

professionals etc., and the environment in 
which the user lives.

The Service will also provide equipment 
maintenance facilities and client review 
programmes in keeping with nationally

 recognised standards.

In general, wheelchair services are available to 
people of all ages who have a long-term need for 
mobility help. However, the specific criteria for 
whether someone is eligible are decided locally 
and will vary depending on need and 
circumstances. Referrals are taken from GPs, 
hospitals and other allied health professionals. 

Within Hampshire there are two wheelchair 
services covering the county. The contact details 
for these are as follows:

Millbrook Healthcare (operating as  
Hampshire Wheelchair Service)

Telephone for queries: 0333 0038071
Telephone for repairs:   0333 0038072
Fax: 0333 0038073

Basingstoke is covered by North Hampshire 
Clinical Commissioning Group who commis-
sion the wheelchair service from another 
provider. They are not included in this 
report. 

Basingstoke and surrounding areas
Telephone: 01256 376485
Fax: 01256 376481

Context
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Before being offered a wheelchair, patients have 
to undergo an assessment to determine what 
type of mobility equipment is most appropriate. 
Patients are assessed according to clinical need 
for long term use, in Hampshire this has been 
agreed by all the collaborating CCGs. The people 
who assess patients are all health professionals. 
Assessments are normally carried out within 
wheelchair service centres as well as the home, 
schools or workplace. Chairs can be adapted if 
necessary to meet specific needs. This is particu-
larly important for children, as their equipment 
must adjust to their growth and changing needs 
and need regular reassessment.  

Many wheelchair services have a waiting list for 
assessment appointments, and it is not 
uncommon to have to wait several weeks after 
being referred to have an assessment. Nationally 
wheelchair services are of varying quality and 
it is widely recognised that wheelchair services 
aren’t delivering consistently good and equitable 
standards of care across the country. 

In 2014 NHS England launched the Wheelchair 
Services Improvement Programme after 
acknowledging the service wasn’t good enough. It 
has held two summits and is working alongside a 
number of groups and organisations to transform 
wheelchair services including the Wheelchair 
Leadership Alliance which was set-up in January 
2015, led by Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson. One 
of the Alliance’s aims is to specifically mention 
wheelchair services within the NHS mandate 
ensuring provision of the ‘right chair at the right 
time’.  

The Wheelchair Leadership Alliance have 
conducted their own research into national 
wheelchair service quality and found that 70% of 
patients have to wait for more than three months 
for their new chairs, 30% have to wait over six 
months and 15% have to wait for a year or over 
before they get the equipment that could be 
vital for their mental and physical health.

Feedback received by Healthwatch Hampshire is 
that waiting times in the county are far longer 
than the national average. Several other Health-
watch areas have taken up the issue locally and 
share the same concerns. Where provision is 
poor, significant harm, waste and delays result 
as evidenced in the feedback Healthwatch has 
received. Some NHS wheelchair services, 
Hampshire included, offer a voucher scheme 
where patients receive a voucher to the value 
of the chair they would have been offered after 
their assessment (which is determined locally in 
each individual case).  Patients can then put the 
voucher towards the cost of a chair they buy 
privately or in partnership with the NHS giving 
them more choice.

Assessment
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In Hampshire the incumbent provider, Solent NHS 
Trust, after holding the Wheelchair Service 
contract for less than three years gave 12 months 
notice of their intention to cease providing the 
service with effect from 31st March 2014. This 
necessitated a re-procurement of the Service 
which led to a single collaborative procurement 
between Southampton City CCG, Portsmouth CCG, 
Fareham and Gosport CCG, South East Hampshire 
CCG, West Hampshire CCG and NHS England 
Specialised Commissioning with West Hampshire 
CCG taking the lead. 

As part of the re-tender process, the CCGs 
involved to varying degrees carried out consul-
tations and engagement with service users and 
carers to identify how the service was currently 
received, how it should be received in the future 
and the level of support that should be provided 
to patients. Feedback was used to inform the 
development of the new service specification. 

The key themes highlighted from the patient and 
public involvement were:

1. Communications
2. Accessibility
3. Timeliness

Two years on and Healthwatch Hampshire is 
hearing the same negative feedback from service 
users, so decided to carry out further 
consultation. Healthwatch contacted the MS 
Society, who it transpired had written to the CCG 
about the problems experienced by patients back 
in January 2014.  Further discussions with the MS 
Society and the Personalisation Expert Panel (PEP) 
culminated in a joint letter being produced and 

sent to the lead commissioner for the 
service, West Hampshire CCG, raising their 
concerns. Please see Appendix A. A reply dated 
8th April 2015 was received, see Appendix B. 

Healthwatch Hampshire continued to engage with 
service users and liaise with the provider and 
commissioner. On 18th March 2015 Healthwatch 
Hampshire conducted a focus group with residents 
and staff at Enham Trust in Andover. Feedback 
gathered from service users was added to our 
work on wheelchair services. See Appendix C. 

Representatives from Healthwatch Hampshire 
attended the Portsmouth Disability Forum 
meeting on 30th July 2015 at which 
representatives from Millbrook and Portsmouth 
CCG answered local service user questions.

Healthwatch then heard from a service user that 
the service only operated during normal office 
hours and there wasn’t an out of hour’s 
emergency contact as specified in the contract. 
Communication with Healthwatch and the Senior 
Community Commissioning Manager rectified the 
situation.

In November 2015, Healthwatch Hampshire was 
copied into a letter addressed to all Directors of 
Commissioning in Hampshire from Salisbury NHS 
Foundation Trust Spinal Treatment Centre 
expressing their concerns about the provision of 
wheelchairs to their patients and the fact that 
the wheelchairs “are not always fit for purpose”. 
See Appendix D. The letter states that a 
significant number of wheelchairs have been 
issued to patients that have not met the clinical 
needs of the patient as assessed by their 

The local picture
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clinicians. The negative impact of this provision 
puts patients at risk of pressure sores, 
postural deformities and raises safeguarding 
concerns. They suggest that it is possible to 
prevent unintended harm with expensive secondary 
consequences such as pressure sores and fractures, 
exacerbation of ill health for the wheelchair users 
and avoidable carer burden. 

As a result of this letter, Healthwatch decided to 
convene a public meeting with the commissioner 
and provider as soon as possible. The meeting was 
held on Friday 18th December 2015, between 10:00 
-12:00 at Kent Hall, Velmore Centre, Chandlers 
Ford, Hampshire, SO53 3GY. This event was 
attended by 20 people. The panel was chaired by 
Emma Leatherbarrow, Director of Partnerships, 
Help & Care. Also on the panel were Kate Smith 
(KS), Senior Commissioner, West Hampshire CCG 
and Carole Phillips (CP), Head of Integrated 
Governance, Millbrook Healthcare.

For the full programme please see Appendix F.
Key points from the presentation given by 
Carole Phillips on the current status of the 
Hampshire Wheelchair Service:

Millbrook Healthcare took over the 
commissioned area from 1st April 2014 from 
incumbent provider Solent NHS Trust. From 
April 2015 they have also taken over the 
service formerly known as Winchester Posture 
& Mobility Service

When Millbrook started in April 2014 the 
inherited and undeclared situation was:

1,011 people waiting for an assessment with a 

significant number of people who had been

waiting for over 24 months.

 

Demand for the service was over 100% more 

than tendered with Millbrook receiving over 

200 referrals a month, rising to nearer 300 in the 

summer. 

Initial staffing levels were based information 

presented during the tender. Having secured 

additional funding staffing levels have now 

increased and reflect current demand placed on 

the system.

Millbrook realised very early on there were 
issues and spoke to West Hampshire CCG. This 
resulted in a system of triaging all cases and 
basing decisions on highest, most complex 
clinical need across adults and children and has 
meant that the Service has had to be reactive 
instead of proactive. An action plan has been 
implemented including monthly analysis of the 
waiting list. Millbrook is actively working with 
West Hampshire CCG to reduce this backlog. 
The CCG have informed Healthwatch 
Hampshire that this is being achieved.

As a result of Millbrook’s continued focus, the 

waiting list at this time (March 2016) has reduced 

to 667 with an average wait for assessment of 

27.2 weeks. 

A key complaint received is about lack of 
communication which has left service users 
feeling neglected and frustrated. Due to the 
significant volume of calls to the service, staff 
were unable to answer all calls. About 10% 
of calls are about waiting times. Some of the 
other issues are: 
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Unable to talk with clinicians. Millbrook now 

have a duty therapist to alleviate this problem. 

Call back promised and not delivered. 

Calls not answered, constant ringing. 
 
There is currently a monthly café held in 
Portsmouth for minor issues to be fixed and to 
speak with Millbrook staff. 

Millbrook have piloted a ‘Friends and Family 
Test’ project to gather service user feedback. 
They have had 450 responses of which 88% of 
those in Hampshire said they were ‘likely’ or 
‘extremely likely’ to recommend the service.

Millbrook hold a number of other NHS Wheel-
chair Service contracts nationally. Their 
Plymouth service was cited several times as
a good example.  

The meeting allowed time for members of the 
public to ask questions of both the Clinical 
Commissioning Group and of Millbrook Healthcare. 
The Q&A session was chaired by Emma 
LeatherBarrow. Questions were answered by Kate 
Smith, Senior Commissioner, West Hampshire CCG 
(KS) and Carole Phillips, Head of Integrated 
Governance, Millbrook Healthcare (CP). 

Question: The predecessors to the CCG, the PCT 
were supposed to put in a ‘turnaround team’ to 
deal with the large numbers of patients needing 
to access Wheelchair services… this didn’t 
happen, who is accountable?

Response (KS): Unable to answer the specifics of 
this question as it is referring to the PCT’s which 
no longer exist. A new provider (Millbrook) was 
brought in as it was felt a new approach was 
needed and the CCG are working very closely with 
Millbrook to ensure a good service. The CCG 
acknowledge the difficulties and issues and are 
very pleased with the way in which Millbrook are 
working to resolve the problems.

Question: The MS Society has heard numerous 
complaints from Hampshire County Council 
Occupational Therapists (OTs) who are ‘tearing 
their hair out’ trying to engage with the service.

Question and Answer session
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Response (CP): These issues are being heard loud 
and clear by Millbrook and the CCG. We are work-
ing together to do the best we can to improve 
but there are only so many clinicians and they are 
often out doing their job and therefore unable to 
answer phone queries as effectively as we would 
like. All issues should be raised with the service 
manager directly to try and resolve locally and 
then escalated accordingly.

Question: People are scared to complain because 
they feel that their service may be compromised.

Response (CP & KS): We would like to 
reassure anyone wanting to raise a concern or 
make a complaint that it would never compro-
mise or affect their service. We need people 
to talk to and engage with us so we can make 
improvements in the right places. We do however 
appreciate that these concerns exist and we will 
do what we can to reassure people.

Response: Two people present (one service user, 
one professional) spoke about positive 
experiences of making a complaint to Millbrook.

Question: You referred earlier to the fact that the 
waiting list for people waiting for powered chairs 
is now cleared… those who are still waiting… will 
they have to wait much longer now?

Response (CP): No. The need is prioritised by 
highest clinical need so those in most need will 
now have their chairs but as we are a health 
provider we assess on clinical not social need.

Response (KS): We do want to move towards a 
more social model.

Question: Who monitors what you do? I feel that 
there is a lack of accountability towards service 
users. You have standards that aren’t being met 
and have never been met, how is this monitored?

Response (KS): We do have standards in our 
contract with Millbrook and these are primarily 
based around waiting times. These are analysed 
every month by the CCG… there is a strong line 
of accountability. Millbrook also have an annual 
engagement plan for service user engagement.

Response (CP): We have had 205 events recorded 
as service users giving feedback, raising a 
concern or wishing to raise a formal complaint 
and 102 compliments about our service… we do 
want a service user group in Hampshire, 
hopefully that is something that can come out of 
today.

Question (Motor Neurone Disease 
Association): If someone is assessed and 
prescribed a wheelchair, are there financial 
limitations to procurement?

Response (KS): There is no budget cap on an 
individual’s wheelchair. Every department has a 
budget which makes it difficult for us to assess 
true financial need across the whole area.

Question (Carer for son and Gov. of Solent NHS 
Trust): I am concerned, and have numerous 
detailed examples, that there is a systematic 
lack of delivery that is leading to safeguarding 
concerns for children that require and that use 
wheelchairs. (Some examples were given). The 
parents of these children are desperate – this is 
not hidden from you. How are you managing the 
risk?
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Response (KS): I am unaware of these 
individuals’ cases and would be happy to talk to 
you later but these will need to come through 
the complaints service so we can monitor them 
properly.

Response (CP): We will take these individual 
complaints away and look into them. We have had 
no safeguarding concerns raised with us at 
Millbrook or through the CCG. 

It was mentioned at this point that Millbrook had 
no safeguarding officer until 18 months ago and 
the training changed six months ago. CP 
undertook the NSPCC ‘train the trainer’ course to 
roll out the changes in legislation.

Clarification from Millbrook: Millbrook has 
always had trained safeguarding officers in 
place. In addition to Carole’s training two 
safeguarding officers had both undertaken 
Hampshire County Council’s ‘train the 
trainer’ course.

Question: I am aware of people who have 
wheelchairs that they would be willing to give to 
you, are you in a position to take them?

Response (CP): Yes. Please get in touch with us 
and we can look into this further.

Question: How much training do staff have on the 
phone line? They often need to refer to someone 
else for more information.

Response (CP): When the service first took over 
the staff had basic training so that we could be 
up and running quickly. We are now developing 
the training. They currently have monthly training 

sessions to improve their knowledge and they also 
shadow other parts of the team to develop 
understanding.

Comment: I made a formal complaint which was 
dealt with over 8 months regarding the need for 
a cushion due to pressure sores. I believe this is a 
common issue…

Response (CP): We have developed pressure 
mapping tools after concerns from many people. 
These tools should allow us to assess need more 
effectively and reduce the risk of sores. It takes 
time to develop and implement these types of 
systems but it will be in place next year (2016).

Clarification from Millbrook: We have always 
had in place pressure mapping tools which 
enable clinicians to score and assess risk to 
service users, these are the same tools used 
across the NHS and other wheelchair services. 
The statement made by Carole refers to the 
implementation of a new IT based pressure 
mapping system which is being rolled out.
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Question: If someone orders a wheelchair but 
their situation then changes and they start to 
come to harm then what happens?

Response (CP): If someone is at serious risk of 
harm then they will be seen within 24 hours.

Question: Is there a problem at the Spinal Unit 
in Salisbury with the quality of wheelchairs being 
issued for them?

Response (CP): We are aware of this issue and we 
are working directly with the unit in Salisbury to 
overcome these problems.

Question: Regarding your earlier statements about 
safeguarding… are your staff trained to highlight 
safeguarding concerns?

Response (KS & CP): We will go away and look at 
this. We have safeguarding policies in place and 
we would expect staff to fully understand the 
process.

Question: Are you working with Southampton Uni-
versity to help with the recruitment of OTs? 

Response (CP): Yes, we are hoping to be part of 
their rotation scheme.
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Group Discussion

One of the main aims of the public event was 
to determine user priorities for the service and 
how the service can engage with patients in the 
future. Feedback gathered from the group discus-
sions was as follows:

Group 1
Top Priorities:

• Injection of clinical expertise to be injected 
into the system to try and help with the back-
log. Maybe taking some people from Plymouth 
to help.  

• Specialised seating and cushions are a real 
priority.  

• Real need to follow up service users kit  
being delivered to make sure it meets their 
needs. To ensure that any follow up action can 
happen and also to make sure repair of chair 
doesn’t impact on other areas of their health. 
This links well with the wheelchair cafe idea 
like in Portsmouth which was supported.  
Important to keep the dialogue going.  

• Make sure that service users are  
monitored for deterioration to ensure chairs 
are always trying to match the need.  

Engagement ideas:

• Idea of having an online forum was  
supported especially for professionals who 
may like to log issues.  

• Newsletter to service users was really liked, 
to share messages and dates of engagement 
opportunities. 

• Need to be more accountable to service users 
and one way to do this was to become more 
transparent. So sharing key data like waiting 
times and other KPIs would also be liked 
within a newsletter.  

• Need to share contact details and key  
contacts with exists service users.  

• Need to build a database and network of 
stakeholders that could be contacted about 
future engagement events.

 
Group 2 
Top priorities:

• Getting the right equipment - particular 
concern for Spinal Injuries Unit staff at 
Salisbury Hospital. Issues with specifications 
by clinicians not being followed and poor 
quality chairs being supplied;  risk of postural 
deformities as a result of sub standard and/or  
inappropriate equipment being supplied. 

• Greater certainty on when individuals will
receive their chairs; time limits ie ‘you will 
wait no longer than ......’ Knowing whether 
people are on the list and/or which list, be it 
for an assessment or a change in needs.  

Engagement Ideas:

• Regular meeting(s)/forum for service  
users at a more convenient time and  
location. This could either be facilitated by 
Healthwatch as an independent body or by an 
existing group such as Spectrum in 
Southampton and/or Enham in Andover. 
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Group 3
Top Priorities:

• Transparency of communication (we didn’t 
know much about the changes being made to 
improve the service until today) 

• A service user group would be welcomed but 
there would need to be more than one for 
the size of area and they would need to be 
at different times of day to allow people to 
access them effectively. 

• Patients need clearer ways to feedback into 
the service. 

• The CCG need to be better at measuring 
performance of Millbrook - specifically a 
more joined up approach to safeguarding and 
more training for staff, a service user group 
that can hold the CCG to account and service 
users on the monitoring committee. 

• Millbrook should connect into already  
existing groups and organisations for their 
service user groups. 

• An engagement plan was mentioned today 
but this isn’t publicly available. We would 
like to see a copy of this so we can hold  
Millbrook to account for their engagement. 
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Conclusion & Recommendations

Wheelchairs enable many people to live happier, fuller lives and yet the wheelchair services 
provided by the NHS often fall short of meeting the needs of users despite best efforts from 
clinicians and wheelchair services. It is clear that the way we provide wheelchair services in 
Hampshire is a vital issue impacting people’s safety, dignity and wellbeing. 

Recommendations

Waiting times, in particular reduction in delays in assessment and equipment handover. 
Service users should be provided with clear information on when they can expect their 
referral to be actioned and kept informed of the progress with their referral.

In light of concerns raised at the public meeting the service provider’s safeguarding 
procedures should be reviewed. It is also Healthwatch’s view that all staff providing the 
service should hold an up to date DBS check, not just those working with children.

A user engagement forum be set-up to involve users and carers in the commissioning and 
development of all elements of the service. 

Engagement Plan. Healthwatch would recommend the publication of Millbrook’s public 
engagement plan.

Healthwatch would welcome clarity on funding for the service.

Clarification from Millbrook: Regarding DBS Checks: All staff, in all areas, warehouse, 
customer services, engineers and clinicians have a DBS check. This has always been so, 
and is a mandatory requirement to being offered full time employment with Millbrook.
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        Commissioner and                                   
Provider responses

Joint statement from West Hampshire Clinical 
Commissioning Group and Millbrook Healthcare

 
It is acknowledged that historically performance has not been at the 
standard that Hampshire residents expect. The partnered CCGs that 
commission the Millbrook Wheelchair service for Hampshire residents 
appreciate all the concerns of service users. Inheriting a service in 
2014 with long waiting lists and increasing demand Millbrook have 
focussed on reducing waiting times and have worked with commission-
ers to secure additional funding for the service. Millbrook are keen to 
continue their progress and endeavours to improve provision and user 
experience ensuring that those with the highest needs are prioritised 
and their individual needs met.
 
Millbrook are eager to work with all stakeholders to continue and 
develop dialogue with service users, ensuring there is open and 
transparent dialogue regarding service development, performance and 
work being undertaken to meet the demands placed upon the service.  
It is the commissioners role as a custodian of public funds to work with 
and hold Millbrook (as it does with all providers) to account and 
manage performance as necessary, the CCGs are committed to this 
function.

Further information provided by Millbrook Healthcare

Safeguarding: 91% of the Millbrook staff team have undertaken blended safeguarding training 
(this consists of both face to face and online learning). As well as the blended learning 
training that has been undertaken across all sites nationwide, we are scheduling learning 
events to commence in Q1 2016/17 where any safeguarding related incidents, lessons learnt 
from feedback received and outcomes from incidents/accidents will be shared with staff. The 
purpose behind these being to continue engagement with staff and provide feedback on the 
concerns they have raised and what action has been taken on the back of their concerns. It 
will be a 360° learning event where we can provide learning on an organisational scale but also 
provide a local focus where information is available. The blended learning training will 
continue for staff. Any new contracts will undergo this training  and staff will be trained to 
competency level 3.
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We also hold monthly safeguarding boards where all safeguarding issues and concerns are 
discussed and actions arising from interrogated and reviewed and any risks identified are 
added to the risk register. These boards are attending by the Managing Director, HR Director 
and Designated Safeguarding Officer for the company.

We are also actively involved in safeguarding with close working with adult and children 
services in areas we provide services. Any concerns raised by staff are reported on to the local 
safeguarding teams if there are genuine concerns for the individual’s safety and well-being. 
The Designated Safeguarding Officer has also been involved in section 47 enquiries and 
attended meetings with local safeguarding boards and the families concerned. Following the 
roll out of blended learning safeguarding training we have seen an increase in the number of 
concerns raised by staff and the engagement of staff in this process has been very good.

Engagement Plan: Millbrook will supply an engagement plan at the next contract review 
meeting in April 2016. We are currently recruiting a Patient Engagement Officer. We are 
hopeful that we will have someone in post by April 2016. A large part of their role will be 
the engagement and building/improving close working relationships with service users and 
stakeholders.

Complaints: If you have a complaint this should be shared with us as the service provider in 
the first instance. We are obliged to share all complaints with the CCG at the monthly contract 
review meetings, and share how a solution has been obtained. 

Complaints initially should be sent to the Hampshire Wheelchair Service so that they can be 
resolved locally. They can be sent in writing to:

Hampshire Wheelchair Service
Unit D, Centurion Industrial Park,
Bitterne Road West
Southampton
Hampshire
SO18 1UB

Concerns and complaints can also be e-mailed to: 

hampshirewheelchairservice@millbrookhealthcare .co .uk

As part of our escalation process there is also a central feedback e-mail address should the 
complainant remain dissatisfied following local resolution: 

feedback@millbrookhealthcare .co .uk
 
Should you remain dissatisfied once it has been internally reviewed, it is then escalated on to 
the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman having exhausted the internal complaints 
process.
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Appendix A Joint letter of concern to West Hampshire CCG
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Joint letter of concern to West Hampshire CCG - Page 2 of 6
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Joint letter of concern to West Hampshire CCG - Page 3 of 6
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Joint letter of concern to West Hampshire CCG - Page 4 of 6
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Joint letter of concern to West Hampshire CCG - Page 5 of 6
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Joint letter of concern to West Hampshire CCG - Page 6 of 6
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Appendix B Response from West Hampshire CCG
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Response from West Hampshire CCG - Page 2 of 3
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Response from West Hampshire CCG - Page 3 of 3
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Appendix C Feedback from Enham focus group
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Appendix D Letter of concern from Salisbury NHS FT
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Letter of concern from Salisbury NHS FT - Page 2 of 4
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Letter of concern from Salisbury NHS FT - Page 3 of 4
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Letter of concern from Salisbury NHS FT - Page 4 of 4
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Appendix E Flyer for the public meeting
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Appendix F Programme for the public meeting

 

Have your say on Wheelchair Services 
 

18th December 

10am – Velmore Centre, Falkland Road, Chandler’s Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO53 3GY 

Parking is available in the rear car park, plus on road parking in the area is available. 

Programme 

Time Discussion 

10:00 – 10:10 Welcome and outline of meeting 
General Outline from Healthwatch 

10:10 – 10:15  Update on current service from Commissioner 

10:15 – 10:25  
Update from Millbrook about current status of 
Wheelchair service – update on the priorities 
of the service and current issues. 

10:25 – 11:15  Questions and concerns to be discussed with 
Millbrook and Commissioners. 

11:15 – 11:35 

Future Priorities & Future Engagement Efforts 
Discussion and table work to determine user 
priorities for the service and ways that the 
service can engage with patients in the future. 

11:35 – 11:45  Feedback on discussions 

11:45 Close 

 

 

 

 

Healthwatch Hampshire 

01962 440 262 

enquiries@healthwatchhampshire.co.uk 
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Healthwatch Hampshire
Westgate Chambers,
Staple Gardens, Winchester,
Hampshire, SO23 8SR
Tel 01962 440 262
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The text of this document (this excludes, where present, all departmental and agency logos) may 
be reproduced free of charge in any format or medium providing that it is reproduced accurately 
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copyright and the document title specified. Where third party material has been identified, 
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